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Second to heart disease, cancer is the leading cause of death in the United State, and among the various 

cancers, lung cancer is the leading cause of death among men and women. Emerging research has shown that the 

amino acid, glycine “fuels” (i.e., enhances the growth) of fast-growing adult cancerous tumors of the lung, breast, 

and colon. These fast-growing cancerous tumors has been shown to take up glycine at a much faster rate than non-

cancerous cells. In fact, non-cancerous cells can produce sufficient quantities of glycine on their own, and 

therefore have no need to take up glycine from an external source such as from surrounding tissues. Although 

there have been some major advances in the treatment modality for cancer (e.g., immune therapy, EGFR and ALK 

inhibitors), there is still a need to develop new treatment therapies to combat lung cancers, particularly in patients 

whose fast-growing tumors do not express certain receptors, are highly resistant, or patients that do not respond 

well to immune therapies. In our laboratory, we have demonstrated previously that super paramagnetic iron 

nanoparticles (SPIONs) induces cellular apoptosis (i.e., programmed cell death) in normal lung epithelial cells. 

Since fast-growing cancerous tumors, and not normal cells consume glycine at a faster rate, we hypothesize that 

fast-growing cancerous tumors will synthesize more glycine transport proteins (e.g., GLYT1 receptors). This 

research direction has lead our research group to propose synthesizing and testing a glycine-conjugated SPION 

that will specifically target adult fast-growing cancerous tumors. Surface engineering of SPIONs to specifically 

target glycine membrane receptors may hold much promise as an alternative treatment modality that is both 

diagnostic and therapeutic.  
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